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The Elimination of Ergative Patterns of Case-Marking 
and Verbal Agreement in Modern Indic Languages 

Gregory T. Stump 

Introduction. 
As is well known, many of the modern Indic languages are 

partially ergative, showing accusative patterns of case- marking and 
verbal agreement in nonpast tenses, but ergative patterns in some 
or all past tenses . This partial ergativity is not at all stable 
in these languages, however; what I wish to show in the present 
paper, in fact, is that a large array of factors is contributing 
to the elimination of partial ergativity in the modern Indic 
languages. The forces leading to the decay of ergativity are diverse 
in nature; and any one of these may exert a profound influence on the 
syn tactic development of one language but remain ineffectual in 
another. 

Before discussing this erosion of partial ergativity in Modern 
lndic, 1 would like to review the history of what the I ndian grammar-
ians call the prayogas ('constructions') of a past tense verb with its 
subject and direct object arguments; the decay of Indic ergativity 
is, I believe, best envisioned as the effect of analogical develop-
ments on or within the system of prayogas. 

There are three prayogas in early Modern lndic. The first of 
these is the kartariprayoga, or ' active construction ' of intransitive 
verbs. In the kartariprayoga, the verb agrees (in number and p,ender) 
with its subject, which is in the nominative case--thus, in Vernacular 
HindOstani: 

(1) kartariprayoga: 

'aurat 
woman (nom.) 

chali. 
went (fern. sg.) 

mard 
man (nom.) 

chala . 
went (masc. sg.) 

The karma~iprayoga is the 'passive construction' of transitive verbs: 
the verb agrees in number and gender with its object, which is in 
the nominative case, while the subject is in the ergative case: 

(2) karma~iprayoga: 

•aurac-ne ghori mari. 
woman erg . mare (nom.) struck (fem. sg.) 

'aurat-ne ghora mara. 
woman erg. horse (nom.) struck (masc. sg.) 
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Finally, the bhaveprayoga is the 'impersonal construction', which 
is historically used only with intransitive verbs. I n the 
bhaveprayo2, the verb is singular and neuter (or masculine, in 
those languages having lost the neuter p;ender), and the subject 
is ergative, as in Vernacular H.indostani.: 

(3) bhaveprayoga: 

'aurat- ne chala. us-ne chala. 
woman erg. went (masc . sg. ) he erg . went (masc. sg.) 

(Examples from Grierson (1916: IX.I.51-52) 

l. The history of the prayogas. 
These prayogas are, in some form or another, as old as attested 

Indic . In Vedic and especially i n epic Sanskrit, there was a tendency 
to use the past passive participle in -ta (with or without the copula) 
in place of finite preterit verb forms (Whitney 1889:362, Bloch 1906) . 
This past passive participle or verbal adjective could be derived 
from any verb, whether transitive or intransitive; in the latter 
case, the participle was less passive in meaning than merely pre-
terital-ukta 'spoken', but gata 'gone' (see Whitney 1889:340). Thus, 
past passive participial sentences could stand as active intransitive 
sentences and as passive transitive sentences--like any other 
adjective, this participle agreed with its subject in number and 
gender in such constructions : 

(4) dimo gatati (asti) 
Rama (nom.) gone (masc. sg.) is 

(5) rame,;ia pus·ta kam pa~hitam (asti) 
Rama (instr.) book (nom. ) read (neut. S?,.) is 

Some few transitive verbs could also be used actively: 
. 

(6) devadatta odanam prabhuktat, 
Devadatta (nom. ) porridge (acc.) enjoyed (masc. sg.) 

(asti) 
is 

Fairly late on in the history of Sanskrit, an impersonal construction 
rose to prominence with the past passive participle of an intransi-
tive verb in the neuter singular and the subject in the instrumental 
case: 

( 7) ramena gatam (asti) 
Rama· (instr . ) gone (neut. sg.) is 
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It's likely that this impersonal construction resulted from an extension 
of the passive construction exemplified by (5) to intransitive verbs 
(Renou 1930:498; Bloch 1906:58- 9). Perhaps such transitive verbs 
as prabhuj (see (6)) provided for this analogical extension--

(8) devadatta (nom.) odanam (acc.) prabhukta~ (masc. sg.): 
devadattenaudanam prabhuktam (neut . sg.) :: 

(instr.) (nom.) 
ramo (nom.) gatah (masc. sg.): X 

X ~ rame~a (instr.) gatam (neut. sg . ) 

In any event, the historical basis of the three prayogas is clearly 
reflected in the Sanskrit participial constructions exemplified in 
(4), (5), and (7). It is no more than reflected , however, since the 
modern lndic languages aren't directly descended from the classical 
language, but from its sister dialects; nevertheless, since the germ 
of the prayogas is attested even in Vedic (from which the modern Indic 
languages, as well as Sanskrit, do ultimately descend), we can rest 
assured that the Sanskrit reflection is an accurate one. 

The emergence of the three prayogas in Middle Indic is also clear, 
even if many of our conclusions regarding this development must be 
drawn from texts whose language is an artificial abstraction from 
spoken Prakrits. In the earlier Prakrits, such as Pali and Jaina 
Prakrit, the equivalents of constructions (4), (S), and (7) were still 
treated as participial, but, since the Old I ndic preterit tenses were 
starting to disappear--the imperfect and the aorist had fpllen 
together, and the perfect had virtually vanished (Beames 1879:8-20: 
Bloch 1965:228-9; Grierson 1916:IX.I.50- 51; Hoernle 1880:217; Sen 1960: 
143)--the reliance on participial constructions in preterit contexts 
was snowballing (Bloch 1965:234). The classical Prakrits such as 
Mahara~~rI and Sauraseni, regularly expressed tbe past tePse partici-
pially (Beames 1879:23); and by late Middle Indic, the Apabhramsa 
dialects had retained no other means of expressing it (Beames 1879: 
26- 27; Tagare 1948:282,316- 19; Sen 1960:164). Thus, by the end of 
the Middle Indic period, the descendant of the Old Indic past passive 
participle had become functionally integrated into the verbal 
system--that is, it had come to provide the basis for a number of 
preterit conjugations in late Middle Indic (these conjugations are 
referred to as participial tenses, whether they are periphrastic or 
synthetic, in Modern Indic). As a consequence, the three prayogas 
had become established as the means of organizing sentences in the 
participial tenses; the lndic lan~uages had become partially ergative. 
This late Middle Indic ergativity may be schematized as follows: 
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(9) Construction Case of subject Case of object Ver-bal Inflection 

kartariprayoi;:,a nominative number, p;ender 
of subject 

karma1:iprayoga ergat;ive (former 
instrumental) 

nominative nurnber, gender 
of object 

bhav•eprayo~a erp;ative neuter singular 

It is at t11is stage, during the transition from. Mi.ddle Indic 
to Modero Indic, that diverse £01:ces began to erode this partial 
ergativity, in spite. of a few conservative tendencies, 

2. Gonser:v..a tive a:nd eliminative tendencies ia Model:"Il Illdie, 
I W•ould uow like to survey both the cousei::vative and the elimin-

ative tendencies according as their effect is to reiafol."ce or eliminate 
ergative charactedstie:a of object and subject case-marking, and of 
verbal agreement. 

2.1. The transitive impersonal construction. 
Early on in their modern development, nearly every ndic lan_guage 

beg.ins using transitive verbs with explicit objects in a construction 
c early derivative of the bhaveprayo,g;a (Chatterj i J:.920 ;897). In this 
secondary construction, the subject is ergative, the verb impersonal 
(neuter or masculine singular), and the object i n the dative or 
accusative (hereafter, oblique) case· · n many languages, th is 
construction may only be used when its d~rect object is definite (and 
in some cas es, animate). Thus, we find in Hindostani (c:xamples have 
in some instances been altered to e:liminate major orthographic 
inconsistencies): 

(10) 'aurat-ne ghote-ko mara. 
woman erg. horse obl. struck (masc.. sg.) 

raurat-ne ghori- ko mara. 
woman erg. mare obl. struck (masc. sg.) 

(Grierson 19l6:IX.I.52) 

in Marathi: 

-(11) ghogya- la mi so9i e. 
horse obl. I (erg.) loosed (neut. sp.:, ) 
(masc.) 

~ 

pothi-la mi vacil~. 
book ob l . I (e.r:P;.) read (neut. sg,) 
{fern.) 

(H6ernle 1880:327) 

http:1916:IX.I.52
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in Kumauni, a Central PaharI language: 

(12) mai- le wI - ka~i maro. 
I erg. she obl. struck (masc. sr.) 

(Grierson 1916:IX.IV.147) 

and i n Eas t Panjabi: 

(13) One dujia~ kitaba~ nu~ mez te rokkhya 
he (erg.) other books obl. table on put (masc. sg.) 

(Shackle 1972:82) 

Again, this construction is the rule in early Modern Indic (although 
it has since become obscure in the more innovative languap.es) . 

The analogical creation of this impersonal transitive con-
struction is apparently based on a pattern established in nonparti-
cipial (i.e. accusative) tenses; for example, in Vernacular Hindostanl, 
the impersonal transitive sentence (14) fulfils the analogical pro-
portion 15 : 16 :: 17 x. 

(14) us-ne is ci~fhi-ko likha. 
she erg. this letter obl. wrote (masc. sg.) 

(fem.) 

(15) voh bol r.>hI h.>y. 
she (nom.) is speaking (3rd sg. fem.) 

(16) voh is ciHhi-ko likh r.>hi hoy. 
she (nom.) this letter obl. is writing (3rd sg. fem.) 

(17) us-ne bola. 
she erg. spoke (masc. sg.) 

(Cf. Harley 1944 :32-33) 

This newly-created construction is clearly eliminative of an ergative 
characteristic of direct objects: it allows direct objects in ergative 
contexts to be case-marked exactly as they are in ac.cusative contexts . 

2.2. Conservative trends. 
Despite this first very general blow dealt to Modern Indic 

ergativity, several of the languages have, in their modern development, 
s hown tendencies to retain ergative features of case-marking and verbal 
agreement. I shall survey these tendencies as they are manifested 
in Hind!, Gujarati, and Marithi. 

http:languap.es
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2.2.l. Conservative tendencies in subject case-marking. 
Interestingly, some Hindi dialects (e . g. literary Bindostanl) 

have eliminated the impersonal intransitive construction (i.e. the 
original bhaveprayoga) while retaining the secondary impersonal 
transitive construction just described (Grierson (1916: IX.I.51); 
Chatterji (1926:968)). This levelling out of the impersonal intran-
sitive construction in the participial tenses might be thou~ht of 
as a tendency conservative of an ergative characteristic of subjects, 
since it suppresses a construction in which intransitive subjects in 
ergative contexts are case-marked exactly like transitive subjects 
in the same contexts, 

2.2.2. Conservative tendencies in verbal agreement. 
Gujarati, as well as a few dialects of Rajasthani and Paha!i, 

has turned the transitive impersonal construction into a personal one 
by marking the verb for the number and gender of its object (which 
nevertheless remains oblique in case). This development effectively 
destroys any distinction between the impersonal transitive construct-
ion and the karm~iprayoga besides the case of the direct object 
(see Matthews (1952: 398- 99); Chatterji (1926: 969); and Grierson 
(1908: IX.II.15,342)). Thus, in Gujarati we find: 

(18) teoe n~karne bolavyo. 
they (erg.) servant (obl.) called (masc. sg.) 

(masc.) 

chokerae serine joi. 
children (erg.) woman (obl.) saw (fem. sg.) 

(Lambert (1971: 88-89)) 

The transitive impersonal construction, which marks direct objects 
accusatively in ergative contexts, has, through a levelling apparently 
in favor of the karma9iprayoga, been made more consistent with 
Gujarati ergativity from the point of view of verbal agreement. 

Similarly conservative tendencies are found in Mara;hi. In its 
most conservative usage, Marathi can be seen to have retained the 
three original prayogas as weil as the secondary transitive impersonal 
construction; and further, to have fully integrated the erstwhile past 
passive participle into its verbal system by its analogically extended 
use of personal endings (rather than merely gender and number a~reement) 
in the participial tense paradigms (Bloch (1914:260-61)). This is 
ill~strated in the following examples: 

(19) kartaripr. : jhad 
tree (nom.) 
(neut.) 

padle. 
has fallen (3rd sg. neut.) 
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karma1;Lipr. : krpa keli tumh'I. 
pity (nom.) done (3rd s~. fem.) you (erp:.) 
(fem.) 

bhavi.pr.: arjune mhanitale. 
Arjuna (erp..) said (3rd sg. neut.) 

trans. imp.: tya-ne ramas marile. 
he erg. Ram (obl.) struck (3rd sg. neut.) 

(Bloch (1914:260- 61)) 

Thus, the extended use of personal endings reinforces the ergativity 
of verbal agreement in Marathi in its most conservative usage. Further-
more, an innovative constru~tion found in contemporary ~sage results 
from a levelling of the transitive impersonal construction similar to 
the Gujarati levelling just discussed, with the exception that in 
Marathi, the formerly impersonal verb comes to agree with its object 
not only in number and gender, but also in person (although the object 
remains oblique, as in Gujarati). Thus, colloquial Marathi allows all 
three of the following constru~tions; · 

(20) karma,;,ipr. : tyane apla mulga 
he (erg.) own (nom. ) son (nom.) 

salet p1i~havilii. 
school (loc.) sent (3rd sg. masc.) 

trans . imp . : tyane aplya mulas salet pathavile. 
(erg. ) (obl.) (obl.) (loc.) (3rd s~. neut.) 

trans. ex-imp.: tyane aplya mulas salet pathavila. 
{er~.) (obl.) (obl.) (loc.) (3rd sg. 

masc.) 
(Bloch (1914:262)) 

This construction is standard in the western Marathi dialects Konkan 
(Grierson 1905:VII.67) and KoQkani (Grierson 1905;VII.170, Katre 
1966:169) and is apparently spreading eastward. Here again, the 
tendency seems to be towards the reinforcement of ergativity in verbal 
inflection. 

To summarize what has been seen in this section: there are 
evidently some tendencies to conserve partial eriativity in a few 
Modern Indic languages. I have discussed a tendency to maintain 
subjects in ergative contexts in ~he ergative case, via elimination 
of the bhaveprayoga (dialectally in Hindi); a tendency to reinforce 
ergative patterns of verbal agreement through the use of personal endings 
in the participial tenses (as in MarathI); and a tendency for all 
transitive verbs to agree with their objects in ergative contexts, at 

http:1905:VII.67
http:bhavi.pr
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the expense of the impersonal transitive construction (as in 
Gujarati and Mara~hl) . 

2.3. Eliminative trends. 
I shall now proceed to a consideration of Modern Indic tendencies 

toward the elimination of partial ergativity. I have already men-
tioned one such trend, namely the anal ogical introduction of the 
impersonal transitive constr uction, whose effect is to allow direct 
objects in ergative contexts to be obl ique rather than nominative . 
I shall survey further tendencies of this nature as they occur in 
Mara;hi, Nepali, Lahnda, Eastern Magadhan, and Maithili . 

Surprisingly, many eliminative tendencies are to be found in 
colloquial Mara;hl, despite the sup,gestions of conservativeness 
discussed in section 2.2.2. First, nonthird person subjects of tran-
sitive verbs in participial tenses are often nominative in idiomatic 
Marathi. When this happens, the verb (which , as always, agrees with 
its object (which remains nominative) in person, number, and gender) 
is marked for the number and person of the subject. Thus, in current 
speech: 

(21) t~ kam ke- le-s. 
thou (nom. ) work (nom.) have done (3rd sg. neut; 

(neut.) 2nd sg.) 

tii pothya lihi-lya-s . 
thou (nom. ) books (nom. ) have written (3rd pl. fem . : 

(fem.) 2nd sg.) 

(Bloch (1914:262)) 

In the Konkan dialect, this agreement of a transitive verb with its 
subj ect has been further extended to the third person (Bloch 1914:262) . 
This analogical development based on transitive constructions in the 
accusative tenses evidently suppresses the distinction between transi-
tive and intransitive subjects and verbal agreement, and therefore 
contributes in two respects to the elimination of err.ativicy in 
Marathi. Furthermore, it gives rise to another idiom, still more 
radi~ally affecting Marafhl ergativity (although limited to a specific-
if rather large-set of verbs (see Bloch 1914:263)). In this const r uc-
tion, a participial tense transitive verb agrees in person, number, 
and gender with its subject, which is nominative, as is its object, 
with which, however, the verb no longer agrees in any way. Ergativity 
is thus levelled in favor of accusativity in every respect besides 
the case of the direct object : 

(22) ml tuj hi go~; visarlo. 
I (nom.) your story (nom. sg. fem.) have forgotten 

(1st sg. masc.) 
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ti ase mhaniil!. 
she (nom.) that (nom. sg. neut.) have said (3rd sg. 

fem.)(Bloch (1914:262)) 

This innovation is actually quite old, and nas been diffusing lexi-
cally since early Marathi (Bloch 1914:263-4). The transforming of 
the karmaniprayoga into a fully accusative construction is nearly 
completed.by this second eliminative development. 

These Marathi colloquialisms--the uniform use of the nominative 
case £or subjects and the agreement of the verb with the person, 
number, and gender of its subject--are paralleled by similar 
developments in other Modern Indic languages. 

In Nepali, or Khaskura, personal endings have, as in idiomatic 
Marathi, been extended to participial tense verb forms so chat, in 
historically ergative contexts, all verbs agree in person, number, 
and gender with their subject (Southworth 1967:14)--that is, verbal 
inflection in formerly ergative tenses has become fully accusative on 
analogy with inflection in the accusative tenses. Oddly, transitive 
subjects in participial tense constructions remain ergative. Thus, 
literary Nepali resembles idiomatic Marathi as regards verbal agreement 
but not with respect to the case-marking"of transitive subjects: 

(23) mayle yaslai phalphul die. 
I (erg . ) him (obl.) fruit (nom.) gave (1st sg.) 

(Clark (1977:32)) 

Interestingly, colloquial Nepali has, as it were, made up for the 
retention of the ergative case by neutralizing its distinction from 
the nominative: in popular usage, there is a strong tendency to put 
the subject of any transitive verb, whether in a participial or an 
accusative tense, in the ergative case (Grierson 1916:IX. ! V.26; Clark 
1977:93, 224, &c). For example, although the present tense isn't 
historically participial in Nepali, the following usage is common: 

(24) usle kasko bikhay-m~ bhanda-cha? 
he (erg . ) whom (gen.) matter loc. is speaking 
'About whom is he speaking?' 

(Grierson (1916: I X. IV.27)) 

This levelling of the pair of cases used to mark transitive subjects 
is perhaps the result of intensive contact with Tibetan, a Tibeto-
Burman language which, in addition to being ergative, marks all 
transitive subjects ergatively (Grierson 1916:IX.IV. 26- 7): 

( 25) l)a-s khyod rdUI) . 
I erg. you beat 

(Matthews (1952:399)) 

http:1916:IX.IV.27
http:1916:IX.IV.26
http:case-marking.of
http:completed.by
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(It is also significant that Tibetan never shows verb-object agree-
ment (Grierson 1916:IX.IV.26).) The upshot of this development in 
colloquial Nepali is that not only is ergativicy no lon1er inherent 
in verbal inflection, but is no longer held distinct from accusa-
tivity in the case-marking of either the intransitive or the transi-
tive subject--that is, the ergative/accusative distinction once 
maintained in the inflection of (transitive) subjects has become 
levelled in favor of a transitive/intransitive distinction. Further-
more, the case-marking of the object can no longer be thought to keep 
ergative constructions distinct from accusative ones, since, both in 
historically ergative contexts and in accusative contexts, the 
direct object may be either nominative or oblique (although animate 
nouns must apparently be oblique--Grierson 1916:IX.IV.25): 

(26) mayle yaslai phalphul die . 
I (erg . ) him (obl.) fruit (nom. ) gave (1st sg.) 

(Clark (1977:32)) 

mayle tyasko choralai kuteko chu . 
I (erg.) his son (obl.) beaten have 

(Grierson (1916:IX.IV.98)) 
sitale rAmlA1 cineko cha. 
Sita (erg.) Ram (obl.) has recognized 

(Southworth (1967:21)) 
(27) nanile tyo ghadi phalla. 

baby (erg.) that (nom. ) clock (nom.) will knock down 
(Clark (1977:226)} 

inlai kasari marda-hun. 
these (obl . ) easily is killing (3rd sg. honorific) 

(Grierson (1916:IX.IV.38)) 

Those constructions exemplified in (26) are in historically ergative 
contexts; those in (27), in accusative contexts. This confusion of. 
nominative and oblique forms may be in part the result of an analogical 
extension of the object case-form of the since- levelled karma~iprayoga 
to historically accusative contexts: as with the levelling of the 
transitive subject cases to the ergative, Tibetan influence has 
probably contributed to the confusion (Grierson 1916 :IX. IV. 24}. Thus, 
if literary Nepali can be said to have retained some vestip.es of 
partial ergativity, the colloquial language certainly cannot. 

Both Harathi and t'lepali tend toward the elimination of ergati-
vity in verbal.inflection; both languages do so by means of an 

http:1916:IX.IIJ.24
http:191.6:IX.IV.38
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extension of verbal endings from the accusative tenses to the parti-
cipial tenses. Interestingly, several other Modern Indic languages 
have also weakened or eliminated ergative verbal inflection, but have 
done so by a different strategy. 

Lahnda (Western Panjabi), for example, employs such a strate!':Y · 
Lahnda and Sindhi are unique among Modern Indic languages in their 
use of pronominal suffixes (from Old I ndic enclitic pronouns--Chatterji 
(1926: 970-71)) on both nouns and verbs. In Lahnda, there are two sets 
of suffixes, one nominative, the other referring to any case (including 
the nominative) (Grierson 1919:VIIl . I.260-61). These endings ~ay 
be used as or in agreement with any subject or object noun phrase 
(and double-suffixing sometimes occurs--Grierson (1919:VIII.I.271)). 
Now, this pronominal suffixation reinforces Lahnda ergativity to the 
extent that it is used to mark intransitive subjects and transitive 
objects identically: 

(28) (ma) j ateu-m. 
I (nom.) knew (masc. sg.; 1st sg.) 

us (mii) marea- m. 
be (erg.) I (nom.) struck (masc. sg.; 1st sg.) 

(Grierson (1919:VIII.I.270)) 

But this suffixation weakens the ergativity of verbal agreement in 
that it also allows intransitive subjects and transitive subjects to 
be identicall y expressed; compare (28) and (29). 

~(29) (mli) usnu marea- m. 
I (erg.) he (obl.) struck (masc. sg.; 1st Sl!.·) 

Cm~) ga gi~~hi-m. 
I (erg.) cow (nom.) saw (fem. sg.; 1st sg.) 

(fem.) 

(Grierson (1919:VIII.I.270)) 

This neutralization of the ergative/accusative distinction with 
regard to the pronominal suffixation of the Lahnda verb is all the 
more significant given that transitive subjects in Lahnda often 
drop their ergative postposition (Chatterji 1926:970) and conse-
quently appear to be oblique in case. 

Thus, Lahnda pronominal suffixation sometimes obscures the 
formal distinction between transitive and intransitive subjects 
(Sindhi is similar in this respect). The Maisadhan languages show 
a similar development, but one whose effect has been the virtual 
elimination of ergativity from this subgroup (Chatterji 1926:971). 
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The Eastern Magadhan languages Bengali, Assamese, and O!iya 
have substantially similar developments. In all three, the patterns 
of case-marking and verbal agreement of the accusative tenses have 
become the established patterns of case-marking in historically 
ergative contexts: subjects are uniformly nominative (although 
Bengali and Assamese preserve a trace of an ergative suffix in 
special nominative forms used only as subjects of transitive verbs--
e.g. Bengali santane 'son' is used as a transitive subject, while 
santan is used as an intransitive subject); direct objects are 
uniformly oblique (dative if definite (and in most cases animate), 
accusative otherwise--Chatterji (1926:897)); and pronominal clitics 
of recent origin (and therefore not cognate with the pronominal 
suffixes of Sindhi and Lahnda) have evolved into personal endings 
by which verbs uniformly agree in person (and number, re·gularly in 
Oriya, but irregularly in Bengali, where plural endings are used 
generally in nont:hird persons) with their subjects (althous,h in 
some dialects of Bengali and Assamese, the third person sin)'!ular 
inflection differs according as the verb being inflected is 
transitive or intransitive-(Grierson 1903:V. I .13, fn 1). It follows 
that, in these languages, the bhaveprayoga has lost all distinctness 
from the kartariprayoga: 

(30) Bengali: ami gelam. (pl.) (Grierson (1903 :V. I. 384)) 
Assamese: may )'!aisilo. (Grierson (1903:V. I . 444)) 
O;iya: mu 

I (nom.) 
gali. 
went 

(sg.) (Grierson (1903:V.II.448)) 
(1st person) 

The karma~iprayoga has become fully accusative in case-marking and 
verbal agreement patterns: 

(31) Bengali: ghora ami chorilam. 
horse (obl.) I (nom.) loosed (1st person pl.) 

(Hoemle (1880:326)) 

Assamese: xi nasar xabad xunile. 
he (nom.) of dancing sound (obl.) heard 

(3rd pers.) 
(Grierson (1903:V.I.407)) 

Oi;iya: se bajara sabda sunila. 
he (nom. ) of music sound (obl.) heard (3rd sg.) 

(Grierson (1903:V.II.387)) 

Similarly for the secondary transitive impersonal construction, of 
which constructions with definite objects are the modern remnant: 
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(32) Bengali: gho'!"a-ke a.mi chorilfu'1. 
horse obl. I (nom.) loo~ed (1st pl.) 
'I loosed the horse' 

(Hoernle (1880:326)) 

Assamese: tar pitek-ak may khobal~. 
his son obl. I (nom. ) beat (1st person) 

(Grierson (1903:V.I.445)) 

O:iya: mU ta pua-ku marili. 
I (nom. ) his son obl. beat (1st sii; . ) 

(Cf. Grierson (1903:V.!I .447, 449)) 

The Central Miigadhan language Maithili is somewhat more conserva-
tive; but it has come to use an unusual variety of accusative verbal 
agreement. In modern Maithili, the kartariprayoga has retained its 
most general characteristics unchanged since early Maithili (although 
number agreement has been lost--Jha (1958:288-90)): 

(33) hama gela (chi). 
I (nom.) gone (masc.) am/are 

o gel i (achi). 
she (nom.) gone (fem.) is/are 

(Jha (1958:542)) 

The bhaveprayoga, karma~iprayoga, and transitive impersonal con-
struction, on the other hand, are all but levelled in favor of 
accusative constructions. First, during the modern development of 
Maithili, the impersonal transitive construction has supplanted the 
karma~iprayoga (Jha 1958:543); this development has had the effect of 
eliminating the only participial tense construction in MaithilI in 
which verbs agree with their objects and in which a direct object 
may be nominative. Subsequently , the impersonal constructions have 
become accusative: first, personal suffixes of recent origin (from 
optional pronominal clitics of late development--Jha 1958:479) are 
extended from the accusative to the participial tenses (an extension 
whose recent completion is reflected in a neat ap;e- ia:radation amonf!. 
present- day Maith11I speakers--Jha 1958:472, 508); secondly, the 
ergative case of the subject in these constructions is replaced by 
the nominative. The result of these developments (whose analogical 
basis is, no doubt, the established patterns of agreement in the 
accusative tenses) is that the impersonal constructions have become 
fully accusative, the only trace of their former impersonality being 
found in a periphrastic participial tense, the so-called present 
perfect instantaneous (Jha 1958 :526). Thus, modern Maithili shows 
the following intransitive usages : 
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(34) hama gelahu. 
I (nom.) went (1st pers.) 

(Jha (1958:472)) 

ham a haslahu ach i. 
I (nom.) laughed (1st pers.) is (3rd pers.) 

(Jhii (1958 :543)) 

The suffixation of transitive verbs marks agreement with the subject, 
as with intransiti~e verbs; to a transitive verb so marked, however, 
personal suffixes may further be added in agreement with the direct 
object (or other oblique objects}--

(35) hama 
I (nom.) 

Lora bc;a- ke 
your son obl. 

dekhaJ. -i-au. 
saw (1st pers.; 2nd pers.){dekhal-i- ai. 
saw o.st pers.; 3rd pers . ) 

(Jha (1958:473)) 

ham a khael-i-ai achi. 
I (nom.) ate (1st pers.: 3rd pets.) is (3rd pers.) 

(Jha (1958:543)) 

Thus, as the result of a historical supplecion of the karma~iprayoga 
by the impersonal transitive construction, of the loss of the 
ergative case, and of the introduction of an accusative scheme of 
verbal agreement into the participial tenses, Maithili has become a 
fully accusative language. 

To summarize what has been seen in chis section: I have examined 
a number of tendencies eliminative of Modern Indic partial ergati-
vity. These include the total. suppletion of the ergative case by 
the nominative (as in Marathi, Bengali, Assamese, Oriya, and Maithili): 
a confusion of the ergative and oblique cases (as in Lahnda); the 
transforming of the ergative case into a variant of the nominative 
case co be used with subjects of transitive verbs (as in Nepali); 
a concurrence of the nominative and oblique cases in the direct object 
in both ergative and accusative contexts (as in Nepali); the total 
suppletion of the nominative case by the oblique in direct object 
position (as in Bengali, Assamese, O!iya, and Mathili); the use of 
pronominal suffixes 01c the verb allowing intransitive subjects and 
transitive subjects to be identically marked (as in Lahnda); the 
use of personal endings on the verb by which agreement with the 
subject is expressed, whether to the exclusion of aitreement with 
the object (as in Nepali, Eastern Magadhan, and soreetimes ~~rathi) 
or not (as in Maitbili and, generally, ~arathi); and the de-person-
alization of cransitive verbs in er~ative c~ntexcs (historical.ly in 
MaithilI). 

http:historical.ly
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3. Partial categorization of Modern Indic languages. 
The conservative and eliminative tendencies discussed in the 

preceding sections are widely attested in the Modern Indic lan!(uages. 
To summarize these tendencies once ai,.ain: 

Conservative of ergative characteristics 
in subject case-marking 

(A) the elimination of the bhaveprayoga; 
in verbal agreement 

(B) reinforcement by the secondary use of erp.atively-
patterned personal endings; 

(C) object-agreement in the transitive impersonal 
construction; 

Eliminative of ergative characteristics 
in object case-marking 

(D) the introduction of the transitive impersonal 
construct ion; 

(E) the concurrence of nominative and oblique cases 
in both (historically) ergative and accusative 
contexts; 

(F) the uniform use of the oblique case for direct 
objects; 

in subject case- marking 
(G) the uniform use of the nominative case for subjects; 
(H) the use of the (historical) ergative as a nomi-

native of transitive subjects; 
( I ) the confusion of the ergacive and oblique cases; 

in verbal agreement 
{J) the use of pronominal suffixes to mark subject-

agreement uniformly; 
(K) the use of personal endings to consistently mark 

agreement wich the s ubject, whether to the 
exclusion of objecc-agreemenc or not; 

(L) the de-personalization of the karma~iprayoga. 

I would now like to undertake a classification of the following Modern 
Indic languages according to their manifestation of any of the above 
tendencies (hereafter A- L) : 
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Assamese Panjabi 
Bengali Rajasthani 
Bhi.H a . Marwa.ri 
Bihari b. 1-f..alvi • 

a, Bhojpur.i Sindhi 
b. Maithil1 West Hindi 

East H.:indi a. BundeU 
Gujarati b. Braj Bhakha 
Khandesi c. Kanaujl 
La.hnda d. Vernacular Hindostan1 
}l'.arath! e. Dakhini Hindostan1 

a. Konkan 
b. Kol]kal?,I 

Oriya 
P.~a.ri 

West (Jaunsari) 
Central 

a. Garhwali 
b . Ku~uJ;1i 

East (Nepali) 

(In Appendices I a"Pd II, 1 have indica-ced the ~enealop;y and 12eo-
graphical distribution of these languages and dialects.) 

The Hin.di dialects of Bundeli (Grierson 1916 =IX. I. 94) • Hraj 
Bhakha (Cr"erson 1916 :IX.I .78), Vernacular HindostanI and Kanauji 
(Grie.rson 1916~IX.1.84), as .well as most dialects of Rajas than I (e. ~. 

Marwar1, Malvf--Gr:terson 1908 :IX. II . 28, 58) a.re the Mode1;n Indic. 
languages most conservative of the early Modern Indic sys.tern of 
participial tense prayogas! 

(i) Construction Case of subj ec Case. of object Verbal i.nflect.1on 

kart.ariprayoia nominative number, ~ender of 
subject 

karma~iprayoga ergative nominative. number, gender of 
object 

bhaveprayoga er@';ative m.asculine 
s ·ugular 

transitive eq~ative oblique masculine 
impersonal s·u~lar 
construction 

Only one eliminative cbai:acter-istic is in evidence in this system, 
namely (D). the. introduction of the transitive i.mpersonal construction. 

Standard Hiodostan!, Eastern Panjabi and the Pahad dialect of 
K.umaunf e.mploy a similar system, the difference beinp the conservative 
loss (A) of che bhavepray2,ga 1n the latter langua~es; 

http:1908:IX.II.28
http:1916:IX.I.84
http:1916:IX.I.78
http:1916:IX.I.94
http:Marwa.ri
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(ii) Construction .9!.se of subj_ect Ca.se of object Verbal inflection 

karta.rip,t:a.yoga 

karma_r;iiprayoga 

transitive 
impersonal 
constn1ction 

nominative 

erg.ative 

erga.tive 

nominative 

oblique. 

number, gender of 
subject 

number, fl_e.11der 
of object 

ln8.sculi.ne 
singular 

It should be noted that, due to the sporadic dropping of the ergative 
postposition in Ea.ste,:n Panjab1., this 1angua~e r:an be thou!i,!:ht to exhibit 
(1) the contusion of the ergative and oblique cases, as an irregular 
innovation, 

Gujarati, the Pahari dialects Jaunsari and Garhwal:!, Bhili, and 
Khandesi show a similar.scheme of participial tense constructions 
the. difference being the additional incidence in these languages of 
the conservative. development (C), object-agreement in the transitive 
impersonal construction: 

(iii) COD$ true. tion Gase of subject Ca:s e of obiec t Verbal inflection 

karta.riprayoga notnina.tive number, r,ender of 
sub_;ect 

karm.a:i:iiprayoga ergati.ve nominative number, gender of 
object 

transitive ergative oblique number, gender of 
impersonal obj12.ct 
conJ:.truction 

This system is al.so irregularly employed in Rajastbani: . 

The western languag~s SindhI and Lahnda show a similar sysrem, 
which, however~ on the one hand lacks the c.onservat1'1e development 
( C) , and on the other hand inc.orpora.tes the adclit fonal innovations 
of (J) employilig pronominal suffi.xes on the verb by whit:n subject-
agreement may be uniformly marked. and of (1) confusing the ergative 
and oblique cases (which are, in fact, syncretized e.veryWhere except 
in the pronominal suffixes in Sindhi): 

(iv) Const"(Uction Case. of subject Case: of object Verbal inflection 

kartariprayog~ nomina t ive number~ gender of 
subj e.ct; Suffix~ 
persont number 
of subj e.ct 

erga.tive nominative number, ~ender of 
(- oblique) ob.ject · Suffix: 

person. number 
of subject and/ 
or object 

http:obj12.ct
http:ergati.ve
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(iv) (continued) 
Construction Case of subject Case of object Verbal inflection 

transitive 
impersonal 
construction 

ergative 
(- oblique) 

oblique masculine singular; 
Suffix: person, 
number of subject 
and/or object 

It should be noted that che innovation of (A) eliminacinp. the bhave-
prayoga hasn't entirely eliminated this construction from Lahnda (cf. 
Smirnov (1975:112)); further, it should be observed that in Sindhi, 
different sets of pronominal suffixes are used to mark agreement with 
intransitive subjects on the one hand and transitive ones on the other. 
Both languages allow agreement with direct or other oblique objects 
to be similarly marked. 

As was seen above, conservative Marathi retains the early Modern 
Indic system of participial tense constru~tions, reinforcing its 
ergative agreement pattems by an extension of personal endings to 
the participial tenses: 

(v) Construction Case of subject Case of object Verbal inflection 

kartariprayoga nominative person, numbe-r, 
gender of subj ect 

ka~iprayoga ergative nominative person, number, 
gender of object 

bhaveprayoga ergative 3rd singular neuter 

transitive ergative oblique 3rd singular neuter 
impersonal 
construction 

Thus, we find only the eli!lliu.itive tendency (P) and the conservative 
tendency (B). But recall that idiomatic Marathi appears to be levelling 
this scheme through a series of (incomplete) innovations--in addition 
to (C) the conservative marking of object-agreement on verbs in the 
transitive impersonal construction, colloquial Mara~hi also shows 
the innovative tendencies (G) to use the nominative uniformly as the 
subject case, and (K) to mark verbs to a~ree with transitive as well 
as intransitive subjects (to the exclusion of any object-agreement, 
for some verbs). The result of these two innovations has been the 
weakening of contemporary Mara~hi ersativity, especially in the 
nonthird persons--that is, the restriction of the karmani and 
bhavepravogas as well as the transitive impersonal construction in 
favor of accusative constructions. Thus, despite the resemblance of 
the conservative Marathl schema (v) of prayogas to that of such 
conservative languages as Vernacular Hindostani (1), modern Mara~hi 
is apparently drifting towards a radically reduced schema of partici-
pial tense constructions devoid of ergativity: 
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(vi) Construction Case of subiect C.ise of object Verbal inflection 

kartariprayoga 

transitive 

nominative 

nominative {nominative. 
oblique 

person. numbert 
gender of 
subject 

person~ number, 
gender of 
subject 

Dakhini Hindastan:i shows a similar system, although verbs show no 
personal agreement in this language. (Grierson (1916 ;lX. I. 62)), 

Literary Nepali has apparently arrived at a very similar stage 
of development., the differences in epali be.ing that transitiv€ 
subjec:ts :i;-emain er~ative in participial tense constructions (i.e . 
innovation (G) is lacking) and that the impersonal constructions are 
re taingd as an 1 impersonal honorific: conjugation l (i . e. the conserva-
tive tendencies (A) and (C) aren t fully in ev·dence) (Grierson 
( 1916: IX. IV. 41-43)) ; 

(vii) Construction Case of subject Case of object Verbal inflection 

kartariprayoga nomi n ative r,erson~ number 
jl;ender of 
subject 

transitive ergative {ncnd.na.tive.} person~ number, 
oblique ,gender of 

subject 
bha.veprayoga nominative Jrd sinr,ular 

masculine 
transitive ergative {nom.i.na.tive} 3rd singu ar 

impersonal oblique masculine 
construct ion 

I will be recal led the.t colloquial Nepali gives evidence of the 
innovations o-.f (H) treating the e.rgative c.a~e as a version of the-
nomi native to be 1,1.sed with transit.ive subjects of verbs of any tense 
and of {E) using either the nominative or the oblique. case to mark 
direct objec;:ts) regardless of whether the tense is historic.ally 
ergative or accusat i ve. The consequence of these d~ve.lopments is that 
the. Nepali system of participial tense constructions appears to be 
shaping up as in colloquial Mari;hI . 

•fai thib. has virtually attained acc.usativity, a.l thoui,i;h a. ve.s tige 
of the transitive impersonal construction (D) is retained i n peri-
phr astic constructions in t::he partici.pia.l tenses, Recall that by a 
suppletion of the ka.rma.'t_liprayoga by the transitive impersonal 
construction) innovations (F) (the uniform use of the oblique. case 
for direct objects) and (L) (the use of per~onal endin~s to consistently 

http:nom.i.na.ti
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mark agreement with the subject) have become established in Maithili; 
by two subsequent developments ((K) and (G)), both the bhaveprayoga 
and the transitive impersonal construction have become accusative 
(although both subject- and object-agreement are marked on transi-
tive verbs). Thus, the only remnant of the impersonal constructions 
in modern Maithili is the personal inflection of an auxiliary verb 
in a periphrastic construction. Hence, the followi ng system of 
participial tense constructions occurs in Maithili: 

(viii) Construction Case of subject Case of object Verbal inflection 

kartariprayoga nominative gender of subject; 
(*person of 
subject) 

transitive nominative oblique person of subject, 
(person of 
object); (*3rd 
person) 

bhaveprayoga nominative person of subject; 
(*3rd person) 

( l<Only in periphrastic constructions) 

The participial tense constructions have become fully accusative 
in Bengali, Assamese, and O!iya : the case- marking of direct objects 
(F), of subjects (G), as well as verbal agreement (K) all suggest this: 

(ix) Construction Case of subject Case of object Verbal inflection 

kartariprayoga nominative person, ·number 
of subject 

transitive nominative oblique person, number 
of subject 

Eastern Hindi has similarly reduced its formerly ergative system of 
participial tense constructions (Grierson (1904:VI .5) ; Chatterj i (1926: 
971-72)), although it has retain.ed gender agreement between verb and 
subject (Hoernle (1880: 217, 326)). 

The situation is parallel in Bhojpuri: case-marking and verbal 
agreement have become fully accusative. Erstwhile pronominal clitics 
have come to function as obligatory personal endings on the verb: 
all verbs, intransitive or transitive, agree with their subject 
(always nominative) in person and, less regularly, in number and 
gender (the former category being, in common usage, levelled in favor 
of the plural in the nonthird persons, the latter in favor of the 
masculine), The original kartariprayoga is preserved in endin~less 
third person singular verbs agreeing with their subject in number and 
gender. 

http:retain.ed
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(x) Construction Case of subject Case of object Verbal inflection 

kartariprayoga nominative 3rd person: number, 
gender of 
subject 

intransitive nomin;,1tive person, number , 
i,:ender of 

transitive nominative oblique 
subject 

person, number, 
gender of 
subject 

Clearly, the overwhelming tendency in these lan~ua~es is to 
reorganize the inherited, ergative system of participial tense con-
structions as an accusative system fully parallel to that found in 
historically accusative contexts. 

4. Analysis . 
Thus, many lndic languages give evidence of a general tendency to 

eliminate er~ative patterns of agreement in the participial tenses. I 
shall now briefly consider the theoretical conclusions to be drawn from 
this fact. 

First, it should be observed that, despite trends in a few lang-
uages favoring t he conservation of partial ergativity within the parti-
cipial tenses, no modern Indic language has shown signs of extending 
ergative agreement patterns to historically accusative tenses. This 
fact stands in notable contrast to t:he widespread tendency in Modern 
Indic languages to level ergativity in favor of accusative patterns of 
inflection. 

These diachronic observations bear significantly on the question 
of deep vs. derived ergativity in lndic. If it is indeed true that 
grammatical change is often motivated by a drive toward derivational 
transparency, then the evidence seems to suggest that ergativity is a 
purely derivative relational notion in t he )-lodern lndic languages: if 
ergativity were, instead, a basic relational characterisitc of Indic 
grammar, we would expect accusativity, if anythinr,, to be levelled out, 
again in the interests of derivational transparency; but there is no 
sign of such a development in any of the languap.es considered. It may 
seem that I am begging the question of whether ergativicy and accusati-
vity might not both be able to be basic relational notions in a sinp-le 
language, of whether partial ergativity might not be able to be as 
'deep' as deep ergativity. Such could perfectly well be the case in 
some language, but not, I believe, in any of the languages I have 
discussed here; the patterns of relational levelling in In-0ic are too 
regularly assertive of accusativicy and eliminative of ergativity. 
Interestingly, the claim (that Indic ergativity is derived) that I am 
making on diachronic grounds is supported by synchronic evidence: 
Pandharipande and Kachru (1977) have suggested that ergative patterns 
of agreement as well as apparent instances of rules sensitive to ergativity 

http:languap.es
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can be explained away on independent, nonrelacional grounds in Hindi 
(in the present context, the Modern Indic language~ conser vative 
of partial ergativity). 

5. Conclusion. 
Having examined a broad range of Modern lndic languages, I have 

demonstrated the remarkable predominance of eliminative (as opposed 
to conservative) tendencies affecting ergative case-marking and verbal 
agreement patterns in the participial tenses in these languages. 
These tendencies are sufficient to be said to constitute a Modern Indic 
'drift': given the assuruption that Indic partial ergativity is a 
derivative phenomenon, it is evidently an opaque enough rearrangement 
of the underlying accusativity of these languages to induce its own 
elimination by successive generations of language learners. 



Appendix I. Geneti~ relationship of 
languages and dialects mentioned 

Maharas tri---------M.ariithi (Konkan, Kol)kani)in the text. (based on Chat ter_i i . . 
(1926 :6)) 

Assamese 

Bengali 

O-;-iya
Sanskrit Nagadhi ,1----- Mai thilf( c. 500 B. C.) } Bihat"i 

~--Bhoj puri 

L---------------- Eastern Hind! 

? - Pali BundeH 
~ Ka.nauji 

Vedic dialects<--- Spoken dialects Sauraseni- Western Hindi -:Braj Bhiik'ha 
(c. 1500 B. c.) of Old Indic I ~vernacular Hindostani a, -

[',,) 

Ln~khini Hindostani 

§::~ri1---------lllij as than.I- · 
Gujarati 

?--Bhili, Khande!i 

Eas tern (Nepali) 

--1--- Pahari --- Central ( Garh,1.ral:I, Kum.auni). E . 
l\Testero (Ja.unsari) 

Pa.njabi 

Lahnda. 

Sindhi 



Appendix II. Modern Ind.ic langUages and dialects 
disc:ussed in the text (after Jules Bloch. (1963). 
A:pplication de la cartoBraphie a. l 'histoire de 
l 1 indo-a.ryen . Paris: Imprimerie Nationale.' 

9 
a 

lb 

J.. Assamese 
2. Bengali 
3 . .Bhil 
4. Bihari 

a. °?.iaithili 
b. Bhojpur.i 

5. East Hind! 
6 . Gujarati 
7, Khindesf 
EL La.hnda 
9. Ma.ra~bi 

a. Konka.n 
b. Kol')kru:ir 

J.O. O!iya 

11. Paha.rf 
West (Ja.unse.ri) 
Central 

a.. Ga.rhwalf 
b. Kumauni 

East (Nepali) 
l2, Pan.iabi 
13. Ra,jasthani: 

a. M.arwari 
b. Mal vi 

14. SindhI 
15. West Rindi' 

a. Bundeli 
b, Braj 
c. Ka.na.uj{ 
d. Vernacular 

Hi ndos tii:nI 

,...... 
a, 
w 
I 

http:Ka.na.uj
http:Ja.unse.ri
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